RSAP is a computer code for display of neutron cross section data and selected SAMMY output. SAMMY [1] is a multilevel R-matrix code for fitting neutron time-offlight cross-section data using Bayes' method. RSAP, which runs on the Digital Unix Alpha platform, reads ORELA Data Files (ODF) created by SAMMY and uses graphics routines from the PLPLOT [2] package. In addition, RSAP can read data and/or computed values from ASCII files with a format specified by the user.
Plot output may be displayed in an X window, sent to a postscript file (rsap.ps), or sent to a color postscript file (rsap.psc). Thirteen plot types are supported, allowing the user to display cross section data, transmission data, errors, theory, "Bayes" fits, and residuals in various combinations. In this document the designations "theory" and "Bayes" refer to the initial and final theoretical cross sections, respectively, as evaluated by SAMMY. Special plot types include Bayes/Data, Theory -Data, and Bayes -Data. Output from two SAMMY runs may be compared by plotting the ratios Theory2/Theory1 and Bayes2/Bayes1 or by plotting the differences (Theory2 -Theory1) and (Bayes2 -Bayes1).
The term "plot" is used to denote a graphical representation of a combination of data, theory, errors, and Bayes from one ODF file. Several plots may be stacked in a single frame in a window (or page) with a common x-axis. RSAP also supports multiple frames in a window with each frame containing a separate plot. Up to 8 plots may be superposed, or overlaid, in one window with a separate normalization factor applied to each data set. The term "data set" denotes the numerical values of data, theory, etc. in one ODF file.
Data may be plotted as histograms, points, small circles, or large circles. Theoretical values may be displayed as solid or dashed lines. Each axis may be linear or logarithmic. Any one of the colors red, blue, green, cyan, yellow, magenta, or white may be specified for data, theory, Bayes, axes, and text. For example, the specifier: col y r g indicates colors yellow for theory, red for Bayes, and green for data. These are the defaults. Note that white ("w") shows well on the screen and in postscript plots, but white is invisible in color postscript plots. A detailed example is presented in section 4.5.
Plots may be annotated in several ways:
• values of resonance energies and widths read from a user-specified "PAR" file.
• user-specified X-and Y-axis label strings.
• User-specified annotation strings may be written at user-specified locations.
• A title string may be written above the plot.
Two text fonts, Simple and Roman, are supported. The default Simple font draws faster on the screen, and the Roman font is more readable for hard copy and publication quality plots.
RSAP produces an ASCII file "rsap.parcom" containing a formatted comparison of the user-specified PAR file with the file "SAMMY.PAR" and an ASCII file "rsap.ratexpth" in which energies, data, errors, theory, results of a SAMMY Bayes run, and percentage differences are listed. If SAMMY.LPT exists, the final value of the conventional CHISQ/N will be written on the plot. RSAP reads input from either the keyboard or a file, and produces plots as specified by input quantities. To run RSAP on a DEC Alpha machine in the ORNL CAD farm: The following sections include discussion of RSAP usage, plot types, RSAP specifiers, example input files, peak search and fitting, and automatic spin group variation.
Use of RSAP
This section provides a brief introduction to some of the features of RSAP as well as descriptions of input data files and output plot file formats. More detail is given in sections 3-6.
Getting Started
A good place to begin is Example 1, which plots data, errors, and the Bayes fit in one frame. Read the documentation in section 4 and run this simple case. Then copy the input file to your directory, and try different options, types of plots, etc. Try one of your ODF files. Run example 2 to stack two frames in one window and example 3 to plot from two ODF files. All example cases may be run sequentially with the script: /home/ros/axp/RSAP/v5/EXAMPLE/doexamples Typing "h" at the RSAP prompt will list plot types and specifiers.
ODF Files
RSAP reads ORELA Data Files (ODF) created by SAMMY runs on Digital Unix Alpha workstations. A maximum of 60000 data points is allowed. Data points may be averaged before plotting by using the avg specifier.
All ODF files in the user's current directory may be opened by following the odf specifier with a space and asterisk e.g., "odf * ". SAMMY writes ODF files with energies in units of eV (keV) if the maximum energy is less (greater) than 1 keV. The ODF file structure does not include information on energy units. Thus, the user must specify the energy units, either by the default (keV), or by selecting eV with the specifier "ev 2".
DAT Files
RSAP can read data and/or computed values from an ASCII "DAT" file with a userspecified format. Five quantities are read per record: x, y1, err1, y2, and y3. These quantities can be any set of numerical data; however, in order to use the same RSAP commands as those used for ODF files, the code makes the correspondences x ⇔energy, y1 ⇔data, err1 ⇔error, y2 ⇔theory, and y3 ⇔Bayes. Note that the initial and final theoretical cross sections evaluated by SAMMY are denoted by the terms "theory" and "Bayes", respectively. Thus the RSAP plot request "1 dt" will plot y1 (data) and y2 (theory) vs. x (energy). The user may specify axes labels pertaining to the actual information in the DAT file; for example xlb time ylb pressure and temperature
The default format is (5e11), corresponding to the csisrs data format. Other formats are selected with the fmt specifier; for example fmt (5e20.6). A maximum of 60000 data records is allowed. Data points may be averaged before plotting by using the avg specifier.
Multiple Plots in a Window
Multiple plots in a window may be accomplished by specifying more than 1 frame in either the x-or the y-direction through the "ops" command. Each frame will contain a plot with unique x-and y-axes. For example, use "ops 2 3" to plot 6 data sets in a 2 x 3 matrix in x and y.
Two to eight plots may be "stacked" in the same frame using a common x-axis. A given plot may include any combination of data, theory, and Bayes values. Examples 2 and 3 illustrate the use of the "ops 1 1 2" command to stack 2 plots in one frame (see Figures 2 and 3 ). To plot 8 data sets, stacking 4 plots per frame in a 2 x 1 matrix in x and y: ops 2 1 4
Overlay of 2 or more Plots
RSAP allows up to 8 "plots" to be overlaid in the same frame using common x-and yaxes. A particular plot may include any combination of data, theory, and Bayes values. A normalization factor may be applied to each data set via the "nrm" specifier as defined in section 3. This overlay feature is most useful for showing general features of fits to several data sets. Example 9 illustrates the use of normalization factors in an overlay.
Plot File Formats
The color (monochrome) postscript file rsap.psc (rsap.ps) produced by RSAP may be converted to GIF, JPEG, or TIFF format with the xv program. For example, the command xv -rot 90 -cmap rsap.psc displays both rsap.psc and the xv control window. Click on "SAVE" in the control window and choose the file format in the "SAVE" window.
RSAP also produces a PLPLOT metafile, rsap.meta, that may be rendered with the plrender procedure described in Appendix D. For example, to make a color postscript file, rsap_port, in portrait orientation:
plrender -dev psc -o rsap_port -ori 3 rsap.meta
RSAP Specifiers and Plot Requests
RSAP input consists of "specifier" cards and plot request cards. At least one "odf" or "dat" specifier is required to define an input file. Other specifiers such as "ops" may be included to set various input parameters. A device specifier (x, ps, or psc) is required to set the output device to (X-window, postscript file, or color postscript file).
Note that the device specifier "x" sends the plot to an X plot window, the color postscript file rsap.psc, the monochrome postscript file rsap.ps, and the PLPLOT metafile rsap.meta. Specifiers ps and psc send output to postscript files only.
After a device specifier, RSAP expects one or more plot request cards. Plot request input consists of the ODF file number, plot type, emin, emax, ymin, ymax in (a2, a4, 4f10) format. X-and Y-axis limits are denoted by (emin, emax) and (ymin, ymax), respectively. Axes limits default to the data limits. RSAP plot types and specifiers are listed in Tables 1  and 2 , respectively. 
Example Input Files
Ten sample RSAP input files are described in this section. Each example corresponds to one of the sample plots displayed in Figures 1-10 . The specifier "### " introduces a comment line that is ignored by RSAP.
Note that the device specifier "x" sends the plot to four devices: an X plot window, a PLPLOT metafile rsap.meta, the color postscript file rsap.psc, and the monochrome postscript file rsap.ps. The postscript files may then be sent to the default printer:
"lpr -h rsap.ps" or "lpr -h rsap.psc".
A postscript file may be viewed via "ghostview -seascape rsap.psc".
A postscript file may be created without plotting to an X window by replacing the specifier "x" with "ps" or "psc".
Example 1. One Plot in One Window
This input compares JohnFowl235_990203.par and the final SAMMY parameter file SAMMY.PAR, reads JohnFowl235_990203.odf, and plots one frame (nxp=nyp=1) to an X window. The "deb" card specifies a plot of cross section data with error bars and the Bayes fit for 2200 < E < 2500 keV with y-axis limits of 0 and 1.0 b. If axis limits are not specified, the plot will span the range of data values. Resonance energies and widths are displayed (keres=1, kgamres=1) on the plot. A blank card ends the input for this particular plot sequence and causes the plot to be drawn on the output device. The "q" in column 1 tells RSAP to quit. The "###" comment card is ignored by the code. You should see a plot like the one in Figure 1 . On your screen the background should be black. After RSAP reads the "deb" card and sends the plot to your screen, the code waits for a "RETURN" before reading the next input card.
Alternately, the "x" and "1 deb" cards could be replaced by one "oxp" card:
oxp 1 deb 2200.,2500.,0.0,1.00 (a4,a2,a4,4f10)
The "par", "tit", and "ops" specifiers are optional. The default "ops" values are:
(1 plot per frame), kpoints=0
(plot data as histograms), keres=kgamres=0
(no display of resonance energies, widths).
Above the plot the ODF file name, title, date, and time are listed. If the SAMMY output file SAMMY.LPT exists, the conventional CHISQ/NDAT is also listed above the plot. If keres=1, spin group numbers are listed just above the bottom x axis, and resonance energies are listed just below the top x axis. Resonance energies greater than the x-axis maximum are listed to the right of the plot.
Example 2. Stack 2 frames in 1 window
To see an example of stacking 2 plots in a window ( Figure 2) ops: nxp=1,nyp=1, kstack=2, kpoints=1,keres=1,kgamres=1  ops 1 1 2 1 1 1  x  1 db 4000.,4700.,0.5,3 .5 1 rb 4000.,4700.
q
The upper plot in Figure 2 shows both the residuals (dots) and the Bayes fit. To make the above plot on your X terminal (see Figure 3) , type: Note that the code will terminate properly when the end of the input file is reached.
Example 4. Transmission plots
Transmission data may be displayed by plot requests that begin with "a" or "b" instead of "1" or "2" as shown in the following sample input which contains two plot sequences. In the first sequence, transmission ("a det 0.,400.,0.0,1.0") and total cross section data ("1 det 0.,400." ) from the first ODF file are stacked in one frame in an X plot window (see Fig. 4A ). The second sequence produces a similar plot (Fig. 4B) for the second ODF file. Note that the "lpr " specifier automatically sends the monochrome postscript file rsap.ps to the default printer. In this example the plot contains the text "< 5>" at the top of the frame, indicating that 5 data points were averaged before plotting.
Example 5. Colors, Fonts, and Annotation
Colors, fonts, and annotation with a character string are illustrated by the following input file: 
Example 7. Plotting from 3 ODF Files and Annotation Strings
Plotting from 3 ODF files and annotation strings are illustrated in Figure 7 , which was produced by the command: The ann specifier can be used to position a text string at the left (4), center (5), or right (6) of the plot.
Example 8. Place 6 Plots in 1 Window
To put plots from 6 ODF files in a single window in a 2x3 xy matrix and send the file rsap.ps to the default printer: Other sample input files in the EXAMPLE/8 directory will plot in a 3x2 xy matrix (in6odf_321), and in a 6x1 xy matrix (in6odf_stack6).
Example 9. Overlay 6 Plots in 1 Window
The number of plots to be overlaid is determined by the ovr specifier. To overlay plots from 6 ODF files in a window (see Normalization factors were applied to each plot with the nrm specifier, and the lab specifier was used to inhibit output of the odf name and CHISQ/NDAT to the plot.
Example 10. Text Strings using "txt"
Text strings may be written at user (x,y) locations with the txt specifier. String size, orientation, and color may be specified as illustrated in Figure 10 col, xt, yt, sizet, angle, string (2i4, 4f8, a40)  txt 1, 9, 250.3, 200., 2.0, ,Double Size-------20--------30  txt 2, 3, 250.5, 220., 1.0, ,Normal Size-------20--------30--------40  txt 3, 1, 251., 200., 0.5, ,Half Size---------20--------30--------40  txt 4,13, 250.5, 200., 1.0,-45 
Peak Search and Fitting
A peak search procedure has been implemented in RSAP to provide an initial PAR file for use with SAMMY. The procedure, an adaptation of the method of Mariscotti [3] , is based on computation of the second derivative of the data averaged over a width parameter, fwhm. A second parameter, bias, is approximately the number of standard deviations above background for a peak to be found. A peak search is requested with the "pks" specifier. pks fwhm, bias, a2targ, Itarg, Jtot, gamgam, fwhmax (a4,7f10) where fwhm is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in eV, bias is the sensitivity parameter, a2targ is the mass number of the target, Itarg is the target spin (I), Jtot is the total spin (J), gamgam is the capture width in eV (default 1.0), and fwhmax is the maximum value in eV allowed for the FWHM of a peak.
RSAP searches for peaks in the total cross section data in the energy range specified and estimates the width, height, and area of each peak found. The data and a sum of SLBW (single-level Breit-Wigner) shapes are then plotted. RSAP writes an output file, rsap.peaks, containing a list of energy, gamma width Γ γ , neutron width Γ n , fission widths, and flags in the format of the SAMMY PARameter file. Estimates of the peak height σ ο , total width Γ, statistical factor g, and wave number k, are used to estimate Γ n and the fission width, Γ f .
After a peak search, the "sam" specifier will tell RSAP to create a SAMMY input file, rsap.samin, do a SAMMY Bayes run with the input PAR file rsap.peaks , and plot the results. An example input file is reproduced below. 1 1 1 0 1 1  ### fwhm, bias, a2targ, Itarg, Jtot, gamgam, fwhmax  pks 1.1, 3.0, 235., 0.,0.5, 0.5, 1.2  x  1 etb 500.,516.,0.0,70. 
sam q
To run this example and plot on your X terminal (see Figure 11) , type:
rsap < /home/ros/axp/RSAP/v5/EXAMPLE/11/tranxps On the first plot (Fig. 11A ) the solid line is the sum of SLBW shapes, and the dashed line is the SLBW sum plus a linear background computed from the first and last data points. On the second plot (Fig. 11B ) the solid line is the SAMMY Bayes fit, and the dashed line is the SAMMY theory (initial theoretical value). The resonance_number corresponds to the record number in the PAR file, and jsgi is the spin group number to be used for the i th SAMMY fit. The action specifier sgv tells RSAP to loop over the indicated spin groups, fitting over the energy range (eV) from esglo to esghi . If a plot is wanted, the user should insert sgp after sgv. An example file with resonance 25 and spin groups 3, 5, and 6 is reproduced below. ODF and final PAR files for each spin group fit are saved in the subdirectory 00_00, which is created by RSAP. A repeat SGV run causes 00_00 to be deleted and re-created. For the above example, the saved files are:
./00_00/SG_25_03.PAR ./00_00/SG_25_03.ODF ./00_00/SG_25_05.PAR ./00_00/SG_25_05.ODF ./00_00/SG_25_06.PAR ./00_00/SG_25_06.ODF
The file names are written on the "sgp" plot as shown in Figure 12. A.
An alternate way of indicating sequential spin groups is illustrated by the command sgr 25, -3, -7
This command tells RSAP to do SAMMY fits for spin groups 3 through 7 for resonance 25. Figure 12 6.4992011-1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 2
NORMAlization and "constant" background follow 1.0038828 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D. PLPLOT metafiles and plrender
The discussion herein follows closely the information given in the PLPLOT documentation [2] . A PLPLOT metafile is a binary, device-independent stream of bytes that may be rendered with the PLPLOT utility, plrender.
To render the metafile, rsap.meta, type: A complete list of options may be obtained by typing "plrender -h".
For example, to make a color postscript file, rsap_port, in portrait orientation on a white background:
plrender -dev psc -bg FFFFFF -o rsap_port -ori 3 rsap.meta
